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1. ISTRODUCTIOK 
Finite algebraic structure, cvcn those with a single binary operation and 
only a few elements, can present questions which are surprisingly difficult 
to answer. R. Lyndon in [4] asked “Does every finite algebra (in the sense 
of G. Birkhoff) possess a finite set of identities from which all others are 
derivable ?” In the same paper he showed that the answer was “yes” for all 
two element algebras. Later, however, in [.5] he demonstrated that the answer 
is “no” m general by exhibiting a particular seven clement groupoid. Since 
then V. \-. Visin has described a four element groupoid whose identities have 
no finite basis [II]. 
This finite basis question has been of more interest in connection with 
groups. In 1937 B. H. Neumann [7] proved that all abelian groups are 
“finitely based”. The same result for nil-potent groups was obtained by 
Lyndon [6] and generalized by G. Higman [3]. Probably the most significant 
result to date is the positive answer for all finite groups given by S. Oates and 
hl. B. Powell in their highly group theoretic paper [8]. The question of 
whether or not there exists a non-finitely based group is still open and seems 
to be of some interest. 
It is the purpose of this paper to answer the finite basis question in the 
affirmative for all commutitive semigroups and all uniformly periodic semi- 
groups satisfying a permutation equation. On the other hand, we exhibit a 
&clement semigroup whose identities have no finite basis. The proofs 
involved are extremely elemcritary in concept and rely mostly on an atomic 
analysis of deducibility in an equational s?steni. 
These results form part of the author’s doctoral dissertation at the IJni- 
versity of California, Berkeley ( I966), written under the kind direction of 
Professor Dana Scott and xvith the financial support of the Danforth Founda- 
tion. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Equational theories of semigroups and the associated deductive structure 
can be treated as subtheories of first-order-with-equality theories w:ith a 
first-order deductive structure. On the other hand, they can be easily formula- 
ted in an independent but equivalent fashion in a variety of ways. In order 
to make the exposition more self-contained we choose one of these inde:pen- 
dent ways. 
A semigroup S is considered to be a set S,, together with a binary, asso- 
ciativc operation on S, denoted by concatenation. Associated with 5’ are the 
language and deductive structure described below. 
Language. 1) The set of variables is {w, X, y, +, w1 , x1 , ee.1. 
2) The set of terms is the smallest set containing the variables and such 
that ifs and t are terms then st is a term. The set of subterms of a variable a is 
-(a}. The set of subterms of st is the set consisting of st together with the 
subterms of s and the subterms of t. We use the expression “empty term” 
in the sense of non-occurrence. 
3) The set of equations is the set {s = t I s, t are terms} 
Rules of Deduction. Let Y, s, t, u be terms. The following deductions may 
be made. 
El s = t from Y = u if s = t is the result of substituting a term for a 
variable at all its occurrences in r = U. 
E2 s = s from the empty set. 
E3 s = t from t = s. 
E4 YS = us from Y = u. 
E5 SY = su from r = u. 
E6 s = t from s = Y and Y = t. 
Let E be a set of equations. A finite sequence of equations e, , e, ,..., e, is 
a proof of e, from E if each ei is either an element of E or it is deduced from 
equations occurring earlier in the sequence by one of the rules of deduction. 
e is a theorem of E or is provable from E if there exists a proof of e from E. In 
this case we write E t e. 
Familiarity with the notions involved in the definitions and notations given 
below will be assumed. See for example [I]. For quick reference we list the 
symbols on the left which we use exclusively for the notions given. 
V 
s, t 
E 
variables 
terms. 
a set of equations. 
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f(E) 
E is fitliteiy based 
S is finitelv based 
CFS, . 
means s is a subterm of t. Else -; for proper subterm. 
the set of variables occurring in s. 
the number of occurrences of ‘z; in S. 
a semigroup. 
assignment functions are the natural extensions of maps 
from \-ariables onto elements of a semigroup to maps 
from terms onto elements of the semigroup. 
if f(s) ,f(t) for all j’ associated with S. .i’ is a model 
of E if it is a model of e for all c E E. 
the identities of S is the set of all equations holding in S, 
that is, the equational theory of S. 
the identities of S involving no more than m variables. 
the relatizelJ1 free semigroup on p generators de- 
termined by B; that is, the semigroup whose 
elements are congruence classes of terms given by 
s Et iff E t s -~ t and whose operation is the natural 
one. The terms involve only variables from a pre- 
assigned set of cardinality p. 
the closure of E is the set of all theorems of E. Note that 
I(FS,.‘E) : f(E). 
if there exists a finite set E,, such that c(E,) : c(B). If 
E is finitely based there exists a finite set E,) C E such 
that c(E,,) =m r(E). 
if I(S) is. 
F&l+ 
We now give a characterization of provability which is useful when one is 
trying to discern properties of c(E) given E. 
THEOREM 1. E 1 s == t iff there exists a sequence of equations 
MjsiN, =- MitifVi , i = I,..., n such that: 
1) .T, 7 ti ore non-empty terms. Mi , Ni are possibly empty terms. 
2) Each si - ti or ti = s, is a substitution instance of a member of E or else 
s, is t. 
3) ftlils,Nl is s. 
4) ild,t,iV, is t. 
5) AI,tjNi is :%Zi+lsi,lNi+, , i z I,..., n - I. 
Proof. Let us call such a sequence a T-sequence for s = t. Both directions 
follow easily from a proof theoretic, inductive argument on the length of a 
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given proof sequence in one direction and the length of the given T-sequence 
in the other. 
3. NON-FINITELY BASED SEMICROUPS 
Using Theorem I, it is not difficult to construct a set E of (semigroup) 
equations which is not finitely based and, hence, b!; forming FS,iE, a semi- 
group which is not finitely based. 
THEOREM 2. Let E = {syzw = xzyzc, yx”y -7 xyx’~-2y.v : k L= 2, 3,...). 
Then E is not finitely based. 
Proof. Suppose E,, C E was a finite basis. Let n be greater than all 
exponents appearing in E,, . If y& 1 ly is ~lZ,s,,ic’~ with si being a substitution 
instance of a side of a member of EO we see that f, must be si . Thus, A~is,N~ 
is M,t7Ni and from E, is provably equal to nothing but itself. QED. 
We adjoined the apparently superfluous equation xyzw =- SXJJZC to 8 in 
order to refer later to FSJE as an example of a non-finitely based “permu- 
tative” semigroup. 
An attempt to construct a non-finitely based, finite semigroup (could 
proceed either from semigroups to equations or from equations to scmigroups. 
The former method proved to be unfruitful because, not only is it tedious to 
check tables for associativitl-, but given a semigroup table it is usually dii5cult 
to characterize its identities in a useful way. Consequently, we constructed 
a non-finitely based set of equations M involving infinitely many vari;dbles. 
A homomorphic image of FS,/M then gave us our desired example. However, 
as is often the case, a more general though less intuitive development evolved 
which we present below. 
t is an isoterm relative to E if the congruence class [tlE, or simply [t], 
determined by E on CFS,, is {t). Note that if t is an isoterm relative to E then 
so are all subterms of t. 
E is closed under deletion if whenever 8,’ F- s == t then var(s) :m var(t) and if 
all occurrences of some variable are deleted the resulting equation is (either 
empty or provable from E. For example, the identities of any semigroup 
with an identity element which is not algebraically definable, that is, the 
constant value under all assignment functions of some term, is closed Iunder 
deletion. 
E is special if .~yzy.~ and ~zyxy are isoterms, not E 1 xsz 2.: ZXX, and not 
B k xyxy = xyyx. 
Henceforth, in this section, we shall assume that E is special and closed 
under deletion. Thus, xyz.~y and all its subterms are also isoterms relative 
to E. 
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z’ is lone in t if occ(v, t) L= 1. t is linear if all its variables are lone in t. t is 
f-limited if OCC(V, t) < 2 for all v. E is simplz$ed if whenever s ~= t E E and 
s, t are 2-limited, then no variables lone in s or f have occurrences at either end 
of s or t. If t is or ... v:n then the reversal oft, tR, is z’,~ ... 7;i . end (t) is the 
variable occurring at the right end of f. 
We now prove four lemmas which indicate some properties of special sets 
closed under deletion. 
LEMMA 3. If E i- Bv = t(vB =m t), B and t are 2-limited, and z’ <c B, 
then t is Cv(vC) where v < C. 
Pyoof. Certainly occ(o, t) = 1. Suppose r1 occurs in t to the right of 7~. 
Ignore all variables but e, vr . The left side becomes either vrv or zrvrv. 
Since cir~‘ and vlvvl are isoterms and not E t z17;r2: -= vvr~r the result follows. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. If E has a finite basis then E has a simplified jkite basis. 
Proof. Let E0 _C E be a finite basis for E. Suppose s =~ t E E0 , s, and t 
are 2-limited, and s is of the form Bv where v 4 B. The preceding lemma 
implies that t is of form C’V with v 4 C so we can replace Bv == Cv by B = C 
in E,, . The other three cases for the position of v follow similarly. With a 
finite number of such replacements a finite, simplified basis for E will be 
obtained. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose E I- s = t, s and t are 2-limited, s is BvC(CvB), C is 
linear, a 1;: B, C. Then t is DvC(CvD). 
Provf. Let C be vr ... v!,~ where the vi are distinct. t must be of form 
DvD’. Deleting variables in var(C) and using Lemma 5 we have 
var(D’) _C var(C). Deleting all variables in var(D’) we have var(C) c var(D’) 
so var(D’) = {vi , oa ,..., v,?~]. For each two integers 1 s-2 i < j L< n u’e 
ignore in BvC = DvD’ all but z:, vi , vi . The left side deletes to one of 
vvivj ) Vjz‘V~V, vjvvujv, , vpjvc,v~ , or V,~V,VV~V~ each of which is an isoterm 
relative to E. This establishes not only that D’ is linear but also that the order 
of the vk in D’ is the same as in C so that D’ is C. Q.E.D. 
We now want to include in a set E some equations that involve terms and 
their reversals so as to minimize the power of the substitution rule in their 
deduction. We shall say that t has O,L if it is of the form vBvBR where z .i. B 
and B is linear with n variables. 
I,EMM.~ 6. Suppose E,, _C E is simplified, involves fewer than II variables, and 
E,, l- s mm f. Ifs has QV1 then so does t and end(s) = end(t). 
Proof. We need only show that the ith step in a T-sequence 
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MisiNj = M&Vi , i = I,..., m for s = I preserves Qn. and the end variable. 
Suppose si == tj was obtained from si = tl E E,, by a substitution, o. Since E, 
is simplified no lone variables occur at either end of s; and, hence, similarly 
for si . 
If Mj is not empty, si can only be of the form 
in which case Lemma 5 tells us that t, is si . 
If M, is empty then s, must involve n distinct variables in order that it not 
end with a lone variable. Thus, o must be more than just a change of variable 
substitution, and this fact together with the v’Bv’BR form of s indicates that 
at least one of the variables substituted for, say U, is lone in si . We assume 
that all substitions have been made except for the one, final, lone variable v, 
that ;\I? and Xi have been adjoined yielding s = i. SO we have 
occ(v, s) =- occ(v, i) -= 1. 
Case I. s is BaC where B and C are linear or empty. By deleting all but 
two variables, one of which is z’, we see that i must be 2-limited so Lem.ma 5 
tells us that t is 5. 
Case II. s is of the type 
w‘l’l -.* “& **a Y”Zl *.- z,.wxr --’ XIVXD -*a x1 . 
We would like to know that i is also 2-limited so we could use Lemma 5. 
Note that yq as well as u is ione in S. Delete all but w, yn to show occ(w, t) = 2. 
For each i separately, delete xi , y. to show occ(x? , t) =- 2. Delete all but 
w, Y* , zi , to show occ(u”, , t) --.= 2. Thus, by Lemma 5 t must be of the form 
WSI a** xpyl -.a y,BwCvx, a-. x1 
and, in fact, B and C are linear with vat(B) = var(C) = (x1 ,..., z,.>. Finally, 
if C is not BR there would exist an i andj such that deleting all but zi and a, 
would yield zizjz,xi = z,zjz,zj which is impossible by the specialness of E. 
Case III. s is of the type 
w:sl -** syvzl ... 2,wu”,. *.* zlyo “‘Y1xD ‘*- x1 
or 
WVZl *‘- z,.zvz, *.a ZIYa *** y1 
This is the same as Case II if we let v play the role ofy, and conversely. 
Case IV. 21 occurs at either end of S. By making deletions it is easy to see 
that t must also be 2-limited which contradicts the fact that E, is simplified. 
So in the only possible cases I-III, Q, and the end variable arc both 
preserved. C!.E.D. 
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1Ve now define an imagigam equation to be one of 
7C.Y~ -‘* X‘,zuXT, ... ‘T1 -= 7(‘s,, .+* .V,W.Y, ... s,, for II -= I, 2,... 
THEOREM 7. If& is special, closed under deletion, and includes the imugigom 
equations then E is not jinitely based. 
hoof. If E was finitely based there would exist a finite, simphficd basis 
.& _C Z; which involves fewer than, ~a!-, II variables. According to Lemma 6 
the r/th imagigam equation would not be provable from I?,;, Q.E.D. 
M’e now construct a six element semigroup Z u-hose identities satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem 7. Z is the semigroup of the following 2 x 2 real 
matrices under matrix multiplication. 
0 I (7 h ab 
0 1 a b ab ha 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 I 0 h rib ho 
(7 0 0 0 Ub 0 (I 
b 0 b bm 0 b 0 
ah 0 Ub Cl 0 t/h 0 
ha 0 ba 0 b 0 ho 
THEOREN 10. i! is nof ,f;nite/y based. 
Proof. I(Z) is closed under deletion because 1 is a nonalgebraic identit!- 
element. 
\Ve next show that I(Z) is special. 
Suppose .vyzy.~ -: T E I(Z). We easily set that yzy is an isoterm relative 
to Z(Z) via an assignmentf(y) =~ a andf(z) = 6. Consequently-, t must be 
y~z.ry, yxzyx, ~yzxy, or xyzy~. An assignmentf(x) =- f(z) = a andf(y) = b 
rules out the first three. 
Suppose xzy~y =A t E I(Z). Delete y and see that occ(x, t) = 2. Delete x 
and see that all y’s must appear to the right of z in t by lettingf(z) :: a and 
,f(y) = ba. But t cannot have more than two y’s to the right of .z or it would 
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have yy as a subterm and f(~) = a, J‘(y) ~~ b,f‘(z) -= ba shows this impos- 
sible. In fact, this assignment shows that t must be .~y~y itself. 
Suppose I(%) k XXZ =- zs.v. Usef(s) ~~ rzh andf‘(a) 1 a to get a contra- 
diction. 
Suppose I(Z) t XyXy = .v\ys. Usef(.v) -:: n andf(y) :~- 0 to get a contra- 
diction. 
Finally, although an informal verification is not difficult, WC give a com- 
pletc inductive proof that all the imagigam equations hold in %. 
Let any equation of the form 
Ix called an n-imugigam type equation (n.i.t.c.) and any of the form 
li’l . . . @,,7’,, . . . 73, __ F‘,( . . . %‘1%‘1 . . . 7’,, 
be called an n-mirror type eymtiorr (II. 1n.t.e.). \1’e shall show by induction on 
II that all C.t.e. and n.m.t.e. hold in %. 
\Yhen IZ = I, the statement is true trivially. .&sume it is true for ~1 ~~ k 
and consider any k + l.m.t.e., say s =: t. If f is an arbitrary assignment 
function andfassigns the value 1 to an!- variable involved in s ~~ t, then the 
induction hypothesis tells us that ,f(.s) = j’(t). Other~vise, note that 
f(s) f(t) -7 0 unless f(z) ab for all involved r or f(v) -= ha for all 
involved 2’ in which case ,f(.~) -f(t) =m- nb or ha respectively. Thus, all 
n.m.t.c. hold in 2. 
Now consider some /C - 1.i.t.e.. say s z-m t. If any involved v-ariable is 
assigned value 1 either the inductke hypothesis or the result for k - 1 .m.t.c. 
from the preceding paragraph telis us that j’(s) = ,f(t). Otherwise, con:sider 
two cases. 
1) k i 1 is even. Exactly the same possibilities exist here forf as did in 
the above analysis. 
2) k + 1 is odd. In addition to the possibilities mentioned, there are only 
two more ways forf(s) orf(t) to be different from 0. Either 
fhJ = a and 
if i is odd. 
if i is even, 
or 
f(vd = b and f(7);) = 1; 
if i is odd. 
if i is even. 
In these casesf(S) =f(t) = ab or ba respectively. Q.E.D. 
Using %I and also Theorem 7 it is not difficult to show that the property of 
being finitely based, even within the class of semigroups, is not preserved 
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under forming direct products, homomorphic image, or taking subalgebras. 
Another slightly more surprising non-preservation can occur when an 
identity element is adjoined to a finite semigroup, as we next illustrate. 
Mine a relation * on C%‘S, such that s*l if?’ s is .t or neither s nor t is a 
subterm of Iwyxy.Y, .vzyxy, XyXy, or ,V‘.vz. * is clearly a congruence with a number 
of classes equal to one more than the number of distinct subterms of the above 
four terms. iYote that H = CFS,. ’ satisfies x~.x~Y~x~x~Y~ = y1y2y3y4y5y6 
and thus is finitely based. On the other hand, if HI is the semigroup resulting 
from the adjunction of an identity- clement to Ii, it is easy to verify that 
I(H,) satisfies the hypothesis of Th eorcm 7 and is not finiteI\- based. 
Recall, now, the remark made in the introduction that the question of 
existence of a non-finitely based group was still open. After observing the 
peculiarity of the imagigam equations I relative to finite bases one approach 
to the group problem might be to investigate FGCO/ J, the relatively free group 
on 01 generators determined by some set J similar to I. 
4. COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUPS 
It is our purpose in this section to prove that all commutative semigroups 
are finitely based and to produce bounds on the number of variables needed 
in a finite basis. 
Semigroup S is called unz~o~mly perlodic (u.p.) if there exists integers 
nz, k ;, 0 such that ,x” = P+~~ E I(S). If nz,, is the least such m and for that 
VZ,, k, is the least such k then we say that S is (112”) k,)-u.p. 
Throughout section 4 we shall assume that S is commutative, and E l- e 
shall mean E u {cl t e where c is the commutative law. Note that either Z(S) 
is trivial in the sense that for all s z-- t E I(S) and all V, occ(v, s) = occ(v, t) or 
else S is uniformly periodic. In the former case S is finitely based trivially 
so we shall assume in what follows that S is (w+, k,,-u.p. 
A term t is called reduced commutative, or simply reduced when no con- 
fusion arises, if it is of the form z’tf ... E$ where the vi are all distinct and 
Iii ;’ m, -I- k” . s = t is reduced if s and t are reduced. Our procedure now 
is to show that there arc only finitely many different “situations” for exponents 
in reduced equations. 
A term with a 0 exponent will stand for the empty term. Let 
0 .. p, q < m, + K,, . A set B = {or ,..., z~). will be called a p-block oj 
reduced term s if each vi E B has exponent p in s. B is a (p, q)-block qf reduced 
eguatiorz s = t if it is a p-block of s, a g-block of t, and not both p and 2 are 0. 
The length of B is n. 
For example, consider the equation ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = x~‘?c ‘%~~. Assuming 
it is reduced, that is, 6 < m, + k, , we see that {x1 , x5}, (x,}, {x5} are each 
(2, 6)-blocks and that (~~6) is a (0, 4)-block. 
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For a particular p and q, if an equation e has a (p, q)-block at all then it has 
a maximal one which includes all other (p, q)-blocks of e. We call this maximal 
one the (p, q)-block of e. In order to avoid double subscripting assume that the 
pairs (p, q) have been coded so that we can speak of the l-block, 2-block,..., 
r-block of e where Y = (nz, i k$ - 1. 
Let e be any reduced equation and 1 -. k :, Y. A,:(e) shall be the length of 
the /z-block of e if such exists and 0 otherwise. 
'~~~EoREM 9. Every commutative semigroup S is $nitely based. 
Proof. If not, there must exist a sequence e1 , e2 ,..., such that, for each 
i ::- 0, ei EI(S) but not {e, ,..., e,j l- eim+r . -1ssociate with each ej a “block 
situation” vector Ati) where A jl) = A,(e,), 1 : k 61 n. It is easy to prove by 
induction on r that in the partial order induced by the natural order of the 
components, infinitely many natural number vectors of dimension I’ must 
include a linearly ordered chain. However, if hi’“’ (- Afl”), 1 :< k :< Y we could 
substitute a linear term involving unused variables for some variable in any 
/z-block where the inequality was strict, thus deducing an equation e;, for 
which &(ek) == hp(en), 1 <C k . . . . Y. Then by a simple change of variable we 
could deduce e, from e:,, contradicting the original assumption on the ei . 
QED. 
For example, consider 
e : x2y3 =:: .y4 
and 
e' : ,fyz3 == x4y4 
A (2,4)-block and a(3,0)-block are involved here, their lengths are increasing 
from e to e’, and e t e’. 
We proceed to obtain a bound on the number of variables needed for a 
finite basis when S has only finitely many primes. 
An element a E S is called prime if for all 6, c G S, a f bc. 
Note that this definition implies that if S has an identity element or is 
idempotent then it has no primes at all. If S is finitely generated, then ,it has 
only finitely many primes. [ ] is the usual “greatest integer in” function. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose e E Id(S), e is not deducible from I,-,(S), and that e 
has a block of length n + 1 > 1. Then S contains at least [n/m,] + 1 distinct 
primes. 
Proof. Suppose e is equivalent to the equation 
where the vi do not appear in G or H and not both p and q are 0. Obtain a 
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new equation e’ : s’ = t’ from e : s = t by simply deleting the variable 
~,,i . Certainly e’ l- e and e’ involves only d - 1 variables so by the hypo- 
thesis of the lemma it must not hold in S. That is, there exists a particular 
assignment function f which assigns different valuesf(s’) andf(t’) in S to s’ 
and t’. Each elementf(v,), i = I,..., n must be prime in S for if, say,f(v,) = bc 
we could define a new assignment function g as follows. 
.A%> = b 
‘d%+J = c 
g(v) = f(u) otherwise. 
Now f(s’) = g(s) and f(t’) = g(t). But e E I(S) so g(s) = g(t) contradicting 
f(S’) ffW 
We have shown that each of thef( v’, is a prime but possibly they are not .) 
all distinct. However, among thesef(vJ each prime must occur less than m, 
times. If some element a does not, we could define h as follows. 
h(~+,) = akO 
h(v) = f(u) otherwise 
The same argument we used for g above again yields a contradiction. Con- 
sequently, by the pigeon hole principle, among these n. primes must be 
[n/m,] + I distinct primes. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 11. If p is the number of primes in S and p is finite then I(S) has 
aJinite basis incolving no more than (pm,, + 2)[(m,, + kJ2 - l] variables. 
Proof. If an equation involves d variables then it must have some block of 
length at least q = d/r where r = (nzO $ k,J2 - 1, the number of kinds of 
blocks. If, also, it cannot be proved from Id-r(S), then Lemma 12 tells us 
(q-l/m,)+1 <porq<ppm,,+1.Thus,(d/r)<ppmO+2and 
d < (pm,, + 2)[(m,, + W - 11. Q.E.D. 
In this second part of Section 5 we get another bound on the number of 
variables needed for a finite basis of I(S) in terms of the number of generators 
of S. In the process, we also get a considerable amount of information about 
the lattice of equational classes of commutative semigroups. 
LEMMA 12. Let N, D > 0. Then xN = xN+D holds in S iff N > m, and 
k, I D. 
Proof. Suppose A- = m, + p and D = ck, . Then the result follows 
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sN easily by induction on c. If .I = xN+D holds, then N > VZ,, by the minimal 
choice of llza . Let 
,li - MO = qlk, -f- Y1 ) 0 .< r1 < k, 
D = q&, + ?f2 , 0 < y2 < k, 
By “multiplying” on both sides of x* = xN-eD by xko-rl we get 
and thus 
is deducible as an identity of S. Unless r2 = 0 we contradict the minimal 
choice of K,, . Thus, k, / D. 
LEMMA 13. Let e E I(S). If e has a (p, q)-block then k, 1 p - q. 
Proof. Let x belong to the block and substitute y for all other variables. 
Then xpys = xgyc, and hence xP+~ = xqic and x2PfB = x2q+c hold in S. By 
Lemma 14, the exponent differences in the latter two must be divisible by 
k, . That is, k, i(p - q) + (B - C) and k, l(2p - 2q) + (B - C). Thus, 
4, I P -- q. Q.E.D. 
As a result of Lemma 13 we see that the bound in Theorem 11 could be 
improved due to the fact that not all Y different (p, q)-pairs are possible 
(non-empty) block types but only if k, I p - q. 
LEMMA 14. Suppose there exists a d > 0 such that S has an identity with 
a (0, d)-block and that d,, is the least such d. Then d,, 1 d and xmo = xmyd holds 
in S. 
Proof. Let y be in the (0, d)-block of such an identity. By substituting x 
for all other variables in the equation we deduce xB = xcy”. Suppose B > C. 
(The case B < C is the same.) We know that B - C = cK,, for some non- 
negative c so that xB+cko = xB--CxCyd and xB = x”y” hold. B must be greater 
than m0 , say B = qk,, + Y, 0 < r < k,. Multiplying both sides of XB == xByd 
by xko-r we get xmo+(q+l)ko = x"'o+(q+l)keyd and X~O = xmyd holding in S, In 
particular PO = xrnoydo holds. Let d = qd,, + Y, 0 < Y < do . xmo = xmclyqdo I7
and PO = xmoyr hold and imply T = 0. Thus, d, 1 d. Q.E.D. 
Now we are set to see what role the number of generators of S plays. If t is 
a term, let / t 1 be the cardinality of the set var(t). 
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I,~wm 15. Let S have a finite set of gerlerators qf cardinality ;V, and let 
h-I, PQ t I(S) be reduced with 1 he ttz,A~. 
a) !f var(L) n var(PQ) - i, then K PQ EI(S). 
1,) If the cardirzality of var(I<) n var(P) is greater than OY equal to m&V then 
h- =- PEI(S). 
C) If d,, exists, as described in Lertzma 16, then K =: AT&() t I(S) for arbitrary 
‘2‘. 
Proyf. Let f be an arbitrary assignment function. j(S) has a representa- 
tion as a product of generators which contains some generator a with exponent 
at least ttzO (after “collecting” generators). 
a) Choose an assignment function g such that g(w) = ~(zL’) for 
w E var(P_O) u var(K) and g(u) = ako otherwise. 
f(PQ) --g(PQ) =g(KL) =g(K)g(L) ==f(K)g(L) = Ba”‘oacko = Ban’0 f(K). 
Since f was arbitrary, K = PQ EI(S). 
b) Chooseg such that g(w) = f ( >) f u or zu E var(K) u var(P) andg(w) = aA0 
otherwise. In a manner similar to part a) one easily verifies that 
f(K) -f(P)so K == PEI(S). 
c) f‘(Kz.do) = f (K)f (&o) = Ba”tof(7;)do :- Ba”Ltl =- ,f(K). QED. 
THEOREM 16. If S has a finite set of N generators then I(S) has a finite 
basis imolving no more than 2Nm, + 1 variables. 
Proof. Let $ z t E I(S) be reduced. We shall assume that the prc- 
assigned order of variables is such that those common to s and t appear first. 
Partition s and t into chunks so that the equation can be expressed as 
where G, contains the first occurrence of a variable not common to both 
sides and i Gi 1 = / II! 1 = Nm,, for i m= I,..., K - 1. If possible, let j G, I 
and 1 Hk / = Nnz,, . (G or iI may be empty and 1 G, 1 or 1 Hk 1 < ik’m, .) If 
i < 1, let Gi and Hi stand for the empty term. Let ei : G, = Iii for i < k 
and e, : G,-,G,G := H,-,H,H. By repeated applications of Lemma 17-b 
we see that the ei and e,. are identities of S. 
If Iz = I, Lemma 17-c implies that e; : G,;z; 9”~ := H&II holds in S where 
we allow for the case that the vi don’t actually occur, depending on / G, and 
1 II, / . eli is deducible from eh since by Lemma 14 any variables in G or H 
must have an exponent which is a multiple of do . That is, both could be 
expressed in the form Bdo. 
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If k .> 1 we re-partition e,, into KL = PQ where var(K) var(P:) and 
var(L) n var(Q) = a. Note that Nm, & 1 K ~ < 2Nm,, . Again, Lemma 17 
asserts that e: : Kz@ =Pr@ holds in S with the remark following ei applic- 
able here also. e, is deducible from e;l . Since var(K) -m- var(P), the number 
of variables involved in either e’ or e” is at most 2Nm, + 1. Yaw by pasting 
together the ei and e’ or e’, as the case may be, we can deduce the original 
s t. Q.E.D. 
It is certainly conceivable that a uniform bound b exists such that every 
commutative semigroup has a finite basis for its identities involving fewer 
than b variables. In order to show that this is not the case we prove the 
following. 
THEOREM 18. For each integer n > 1, a commutative sem$roup S, can be 
constructed such that I(S,) has no basis with fewer than n distinct variables. 
Proof. S, has two generators a and b with an = an+-l and ab = ba = b2 = b 
Hence, the elements are repressented by a, a’=‘,..., an, b. An equation has 
property L, if one of its sides is of the form vrva a** vl; where the vi are distinct 
and the other side involves a variable with more than one occurrence. Items 
l), 2) and 3) are immediate. 
1) A variable appears on one side of an identity of S, iff it appears on the 
other. 
2) If an equation has L, for h < n, then it is not an identity of S, . 
3) e, : xrxa .*e x, = x1x2 *a. .1cn2 EI(S,) and has L, . 
4) e, is not provable from 1+,(S,). 
Proof of 4): Suppose a proof sequence existed. Referring to Theorem 1 
we see that if M&Vi is linear and si = ti is a substitution instance 
OfP =lLEI .-r(S,) then T must be linear. By 2) above u is also linear and it 
must involve the same variables as Y. Thus MitiNi is linear and no proof of e, 
can exist. Q.E.D. 
5. PERMUTATIVE SEMIGROUPS 
Probably the most natural generalization of the commutative law is what 
we call below permutation equations. With the added hypothesis of uniform 
periodicity we are able to show that “permutative” semigroups are finitely 
based. 
Let n be a permutation of the natural numbers which moves only :a finite 
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set Mm . Let m, = max M,, , k, = min iVf= , and d,, = m, - k, . If n > m 
and C,, is a representation of rr as a product of disjoint cycles, then 
12 c ir : Xl”2 **- x, = Xn(l)Xa(n) *.* X,(,) . 
For example, 4(J, 3) d enotes x1xexsx4 = x3x2x1x4 . For any d > 0 define the 
permutation v + d by 
[n -+ d](k) = ik 
if k<d 
(r(k ~- d) + d if k>d 
That is, rr + d is a translation by d. For example, if v is given by (245)(31) 
then d,, == 4 and n i-- d, is given by (689)(75). It is easy to check 
that C n cl-c n77a D la woo 2 n+d C C IT 7 n+d m+d for all d > 0. We call S permutative 
if it satisfies an equation of the form: 
where u is any permutation of the natural numbers. Clearly, S is permutative 
iff it satisfies some ,C, . 
If, moreover, M,, contains exactly three numbers we call S tricyclative, 
and if MT is of the form (k, k + I} we call S almostcommutative. By a stepping 
stone series of lemmas through these notions we shall now show that every 
permutative semigroup is almost-commutative. In fact, if the binary opera- 
tion of the permutative semigroup maps onto S we can even see that S 
satisfies xyzw = xzyw. The final step will be to prove that any almost- 
commutative, uniformly periodic semigroup is finitely based. 
LEMMA 19. If S is permutative, then S is tricyclative. 
Proof. Suppose S satisfies ,C,, . If a = rr + d, and fi = n + d, then 
I c c * , ri x-1 9 A c -c 0 9 n o-1 9 and -C must 
o u-r. But no:e ‘that 
also be satisfied where 
7 = 7r 0 7 0 ?T-l M,, n M, = {m,} = {k,) and 
MT = Wk,), m, , a-l(m,)>. In fact, r is given by (m, , o-l(m,), +(m,)). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 20. If S is tricyclative, then S is almost-commutative. 
Proof, We can assume that the numbers in the tricycle T are in their 
natural order. 
Case I. T is .(p, p + 1, p + 2). We first consider n = 3, p = 1. That 
is, suppose x1x2x3 = xzxaxl holds in S. Substitute xaxa for xa , and xq for xa 
getting I):xxxx 1 2 3 4 = x2x3x4xl- Also substitute into the same equation, 
namely ,(123), .x2x3 for x1 , x4 for x2 , and x1 for x 3 , getting xzx3x4x1 = x4x1x2x3: 
Combine this with 1) to get x 1234= 4123 x E x x x x x or 4( 1432) holding in S. Now, 
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from .J 123) we easily prove ,(123) and so ,[(123)(1432)], which is ,(34), must 
hold in S. It is clear that this argument is, in fact, general, and that 
,(A P + 1, P + 2) t- n+,(P + 2, P + 3). 
Cuse II. T is ,(p, q, q + 1) where p + 1 < q. T implies 
n+l[(P + 1,q + 1,4 + 2)(P, 4 + 1,q + 2)(P, 47 q + l)(P + 1, 4 + 17 4 -t 31 
which is n+1(q + 1, q, q + 2) and this implies .+l(q, q + 1, q + 2). Case I 
is now invoked. 
Case III. T is n(r,p, q) where p + 1 < q. T implies 
n+d(r, P, Q)P? P7 4 + l)(r, P9 4 + 111 
which is ,+1(p, q, q + 1). Thus, we have reverted to Case II. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 21. If S is almost-commutative and uniformly periodic, then S is 
$nitely based. 
Proof. Suppose S is (m, , k,) - u.p. Then every identity s, = s2 of S is 
equivalent to one in a normal form A,B,C,D, = A,B,C,D, where 
1) no power greater than m, + k, appears. 
2) Ai is the first m letters of S~(XQ counted as q letters). 
3) Di is the last n letters of si with 4, deleted. 
4) B, is in reduced commutative form and involves only variables 
appearing in A,, A, , D, , or D, . 
5) Ci is in reduced commutative form and involves no variables ap- 
pearing in A, , A, , D, , or D, . 
There exists only a finite number (up to change of variable) of such sextuples 
A,B,D,A,B,D, . Now, suppose S were not finitely based. Then there would 
exist a sequence e, , e2 ,..., of reduced members of I(S) such that no ei is 
provable from earlier equations in the sequence. Consequently, there must 
exist a subsequence fi , fi ,..., which enjoys the same property and in which 
the ABD sextuples of all equations are exactly the same (up to change of 
variable). But, a (p, q)-block argument on the Ci’s just as we used it for 
commutative semigroups in Theorem 11 suffices here also to get a contra- 
diction. Q.E.D. 
Now, by putting together the above lemmas we have another positive 
result. 
THEOREM 22. Every uniformly periodic permutative semigroup is jinitely 
based. 
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Note that the up. hypothesis is essential here since FS,,,,‘E of Theorem 3 
is an example of a non-finitely based permutative semigroup which is not 
U.&l. 
COROLLARY 23. -411 thee-element semigroups are Jinitely based. 
Proof. All isomorphism-anti-isomorphism types of three, four, and five 
element semigroups have been enumerated [2][10]. Of the eighteen types of 
three-element semigroups, seventeen are easily seen to be permutative 
satisfying (at least) the permutation equation xyxw -- xzy’z~‘. The one re- 
maining type satisfies X~X :- my and can be shown to be finitely based. 
Q.E.D. 
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